one of my sunshade "repairs" died today, so I decided to take it apart and fix it properly this
time, and being that I was chastised on here previously for not taking pictures, I took pictures
this time!
so... here's my "how-to" on fixing the power sunshades on the crystal-lite roof:
First step, turn on the stereo and put some good music on, you'll be here a while... this was my
second attempt, so I already had a pretty good idea as to what I was getting in to, and it still
took me over 2 hours, my first time through was much longer.

I have the power curtain option, so I first have to remove those (remove the screws circled in
red), that allows me to get the curtains out of the way
next remove the screws circled in blue which hold the trim panel on (if you don't have power
curtains, your curtains will be attached to this track)
(repeat these steps for the front set of curtains too, you'll need to remove both from whichever
side of the vehicle you are working on)
you will also need to pull the rubber window trim down away from the edges of the windows to
get the trim pieces out (green arrows)

then remove the grab handles (both of the ones on the side you need access to) this will now
allow the curtain track trim panels to come off

I also took this moment to remove the rear upper speaker grill (pop the black plastic trim off
(red circle) then remove the 2 screws (blue circles) and finally, be EXTREMELY careful as you
pry the clips out on the right side (green circles) (I broke mine

)

next remove the screws circled here in red and that whole panel will lift upwards and off,
remove the plastic trim peg (green circle) and that panel should lift upwards and off (has
plastic clips along the bottom),
pull off the mouldings around the shade you are working on, and both sides of the panel
between the 2 shades (blue arrows), these will come off just like the rubber around the
windows did,
the panel between the shades will now slide down and out to remove. (yellow arrow)

peel back part of the headliner (red arrow) (I'd say remove, but I just couldn't make that
happen...) this may require pulling out some more trim pegs along the rear edge of the
headliner.
undo the screw holding the sunshade track to the roof (blue circle) and pull the track away
from the roof (blue arrow),
undo the screw holding the shade stop in to the track (green circle) and slide the block out the
end of the track (yellow arrow)
repeat this for the other track as well (I only pictured the rear one here as it is less accessible
than the front one.)

you should now have one or two parts removed...

next extend ("close") the sunshade until the flexible push rods extend out the bottom of the
track (I don't recommend going too far, just barely enough to work on) in this picture you can
see the broken plastic clip, and my previous repair attempt (stranded wire)
remove the plastic from both the shade and the push rod (I actually cut it off)

next you need to manufacture a replacement for the plastic clip, here are a couple of shots of
the old plastic clip (it is actually in 2 pieces, I've just balanced it together for sizing) and my
improvised replacement, the metal used is left over from the mountings I used for my cb
antenna and for my new fog lights, it is a flexible metal band perferated with holes that I have
cut and bent to shape. the left side of this clip attaches to the rod that runs through the sun
shade, and the right side attaches to the push rod, the track itself is divided so the bending is
reasonably precise to fit in both sides.
put those new clips on the rods in place of the old ones, and carefully guide them in to the
track as you retract the shade ("open"), now test to make sure it opens all the way AND closes
again (don't let it close too far as it won't stop until it hits the blocks that aren't there
anymore!)
once you are satisfied that it all works, re-insert the stopper blocks and reattach the track to
the ceiling, test everything again at this point (while things are still accessible in case
something went wrong!) if everything is still working properly reassemble everything in the
reverse order that it all came apart.

With a bit of luck, your shades will now operate "as new"

